
MW-1-1/2VFRN MW-2VFRN MW-7/8VFPN

VINYL FENCE POST NIbbLER MODELS
Use to elongate rail hole in post when required to rack fence rails or section over a slope or grade.   
Variable leverage handle action. Long aluminum handles. Replaceable cutter jaws. Clean cutting  
action.  Self-aligning to existing post rail hole opening.  (Note:  Move tool side-to-side for post rail  
hole openings wider than nibbler.) Nibbles away 1/4”(6.35mm) depth of material per stroke.

MW-1-1/2VFRN   1-1/2” Nibbler
1-1/2”(38.1mm) cutting width per stroke 
 

Manual Nibblers
“Must Have” tools for 
vinyl fence installation

These models are used in the field for vinyl fence installation. They are 
 invaluable time-savers when it is necessary to elongate post rail holes or rail  

picket holes to rack fence for a slope or grade. All feature variable leverage  
handle action, long aluminum handles, and replaceable cutter blades.

FASTER!
Eliminates Filing
Fence nibblers enlarge post opening  
1/4”(6.35mm) depth per stroke and 
picket nibbler removes 1/8”(3.175mm) 
depth per stroke.

EASIER!
Self-Alignment
All models self-align with existing hole 
for ease of operation.

SAFER!
Protects Hands
Keeps hands away from working surface.

Extended Aluminum Handles
Long aluminum handles with variable leverage 
action minimize required hand force.

Replaceable blade
Punch and die cutter is easily replaced if  
necessary after extensive use.

Precision Milled
Punch and die cutter is precision CNC 
milled of high quality tool steel.

Comfort Handle grips
Textured molded handle grips prevent 
slippage and comfort user’s hands.

VINYL FENCE PICKET RAIL NIbbLER MODEL
Use to elongate picket hole in rail when required to rack picket fence over a slope or grade. Variable  
leverage handle action. Long aluminum handles. Replaceable cutter jaws. Clean cutting action.  
Self-aligning to existing picket rail hole opening. (Note: Move tool side-to-side for picket rail hole  
opening wider than nibbler.) Nibbles away 1/8”(3.175mm) of material per stroke.

MW-7/8VFPN   7/8” Nibbler 
7/8”(22.23mm) cutting width per stroke

MW-1-1/2VFRNRJ   Replacement Jaw for MW-1-1/2VFRN

MW-2VFRN   2” Nibbler 
2”(50.8mm) cutting width per stroke

MW-7/8VFPNRJ   Replacement Jaw for MW-7/8VFPN

MW-2VFRNRJ   Replacement Jaw for MW-2-VFRN
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